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Finland’s centenary brings vegetarian and Finnish delicacies 
to the table  
 
Fazer and Finland share one hundred years of history. The current 
Finnish food trends show an increase in the use of vegetables, interest in 
the origin of food, and healthy snacks. During the centenary of Finland’s 
independence, Fazer wants to promote the communal aspects of Finnish 
food culture and support the rising interest in vegetarian cuisine. During 
the year, Fazer Food Services will be offering Finnish culinary 
experiences in its restaurants throughout Finland and at special events, 
such as the FIS Nordic World Ski Championships in Lahti.  

“Flexitarianism”, which means a plant-based diet with the occasional inclusion of meat 
products, has become a major food trend in Finland. In recent years, Fazer has 
encouraged focusing on plant-based foods in its restaurant menus, campaigns and 
presentations, and it has also developed delicious vegetarian recipes for consumers 
at home.  

“This year, we will be raising vegetarian food as the main leading theme in all our 
restaurants, and we will launch a new vegetarian food concept. The concept will 
provide a fun, new take on vegetarian meals. The key elements in the concept are 
great taste, humour and seasonal ingredients. The concept will be launched at the 
What’s Cooking Helsinki food carnival at Teurastamo on 9 April,” says Hannu 
Rahnasto, Commercial Director of Fazer Food Services Finland.  
 
“While we are eating more plant-based foods, we are also paying more attention to 
the origin and the amount of meat we consume. From the beginning of this year, our 
restaurants will only use 100% Finnish chicken. At least 90 per cent of the meat we 
use is now of Finnish origin, while this figure was for years 80 per cent at minimum,” 
says Hannu Rahnasto.  

The power of eating together 
 
Finnish families eat together less frequently than families in any other European 
country.* For many working adults, lunch is the only warm meal of the day and the 
only one they eat in the company of others. Fazer Food Services provides lunch to 
130,000 Finns every year at some 600 restaurants throughout Finland, prepared and 
served by 3,300 catering professionals. In 2017, Fazer will be giving people 
opportunities to enjoy meals together at kindergartens, schools, universities and 
workplaces, as well as for senior citizens. 

“We want to encourage Finns to take a break and enjoy a proper meal – whether at 
lunch or otherwise. The social aspects of meals are known to have a positive health 
impact. We want to play our part now and in the future in influencing what and how 
Finns eat. We believe that the sense of togetherness, enjoyment and healthiness can 
be combined. This requires not only professional knowledge and skill, but also an 



 
  
 
 
 
   

 
understanding of what people today want from food and restaurants: they want places 
and occasions where they can meet with others in a relaxed atmosphere. We are now 
working passionately to create these very concepts and service experiences,” Hannu 
Rahnasto says.  

Examples of 2017 projects  

Finnish flavours for Finnish life: The Centenary Calendar 
The tasty recipes found in this wall calendar have been developed by Fazer's chefs 
and the Culinary Olympics gold medal-winning Fazer Culinary Team. Every month 
has its own seasonal recipe based on Finnish ingredients.www.amica.fi 
 
Let’s Eat Together days in all our restaurants on 6 October 
The centenary culminates in our restaurants throughout Finland in the Let’s Eat 
Together theme day.  
 
Top-level catering for top-level events: Finland 100 Celebratory Menu 
Created by the Fazer Culinary Team Finland, the Finland 100 menu has its roots in 
Finnish nature. Find out more:http://www.kokouksetjajuhlat.fi/en/kampanjat-ja-
artikkelit/finland-100-years--menu/ 
 
Showroom for international guests: Lahti VIP Catering 
VIP Catering at the Lahti 2017 FIS Nordic World Ski Championships will be the 
provided by the Culinary Olympics gold medal-winning Fazer Culinary Team Finland. 
The guests will be offered experiences and fine cuisine with a Nordic twist, introducing 
many elements from the Finnish nature and its bounty. 

Food trends in Finland 2017 

 
Greener food 
The amount of vegetables consumed is on the increase. The popularity of vegetarian 
ingredients shows in side courses as well as main courses. Eating plenty of 
vegetables is not only healthy, but also vital for reducing the effects of climate 
change.  One of the upcoming trends is flexitarianism, which means a mainly plant-
based diet with meat products partly or entirely replaced by vegetarian products. New, 
Finnish-made plant proteins are attracting a great deal of interest – the broad bean is 
probably the product that will be most commonly seen in lunch catering. There will 
also be more vegetarian dishes in dinner buffets, and  many different types of 
vegetables will be introduced as part of new recipes. Fazer has in recent years 
developed delicious new vegetarian recipes for home cooking, and it has encouraged 
focusing on plant-based foods in its restaurant menus, campaigns and presentation. 
Purely vegan products will also become more popular in the coming year, not just in 
meals, but also in baking and snacks.  

Healthy snacks  
Snacks and packed meals will be in greater demand. The role of drinks will increase: 
juices and smoothies will be popular, and their sales will continue their rapid growth. 
The trend in take-away and snack products is towards healthier options and more 

http://www.amica.fi/
http://www.amica.fi/
http://www.kokouksetjajuhlat.fi/kampanjat-ja-artikkelit/suomi-100-menu/
http://www.kokouksetjajuhlat.fi/kampanjat-ja-artikkelit/suomi-100-menu/


 
  
 
 
 
   

 
specific choice of ingredients, with consumers favouring snack bars and salads. 
Desserts will be frequently replaced by fruit.  

Origins matter 
Consumers are already frequently asking about the origin of the food they eat, and 
therefore the origin of products should be traceable. Corporate responsibility, locally 
sourced produce and traceability will become increasingly important – especially with 
meat, although customers are also keenly interested in the source and traceability of 
vegetables. Fazer Food Services will adopt a policy from the beginning of this year to 
only use 100 per cent Finnish chicken in its restaurants. At least 90 per cent of all 
meat used will be Finnish (previously this figure was at least 80 per cent). Finnish 
production is not fully able to meet the demand for game and lamb. Thanks to the 
Finland 100 centenary celebrations, Finnish vegetables and meat products will play a 
central role in festive catering. 

Traditions and togetherness 
There is clear demand for high-quality, simple home cooking. Consumers are showing 
great interest in traditional recipes and food memories. The story of food brings us 
together – to eat together. Traditional recipes are being updated, but without 
compromising the memory of the original flavour. Fazer will again be conducting a 
survey on the favourite foods of Finns in the early part of 2017. During the centenary 
of Finland’s independence, our aim, in cooperation with other actors, to initiate a new 
culture among Finns of sharing meals and eating together at home as well as at 
school, universities, workplaces and among senior citizens. 

Large cakes are being replaced by individual desserts 
In festive catering, times have moved on from the traditional large layered cakes, and 
smaller, individual desserts are gaining favour. These desserts are beautifully 
decorated and served as individual portions. Typically, there is always a choice of 
several options available, such as cheesecake, tiramisu and panna cotta, flavoured 
with Finnish berries, wild herbs and chocolate. Chocolate is always a popular choice 
at festivities.  

Further information: 
Hannu Rahnasto, Commercial Director, Fazer Food Services Finland, tel. +358 
41 530 3538 
Satu Ikäheimo, Communications Director, Fazer Group, tel.  +358 503804996 
Fazer's media phone line is open Mon–Fri from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., tel.+358 40 
668 2998 
Email address format: firstname.lastname@fazer.com 
www.fazer.fi/suomi100 

* www.elo-saatio.fi/taustaa  

 
#suomalaistahyvää, #fazerculinaryteam 
 
Press photos:  
www.fazergroup.com/pictures, “Media_Press”, ”Suomi 100”, Minnamari Mattila, 
Communications Coordinator, tel.  +358 46 851 3552 
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Fazer Group 
Fazer is an international family-owned company offering quality bakery, confectionery, biscuit 
and grain products as well as food and café services. Fazer operates in eight countries and 
exports to around 40 countries. Fazer's mission is to create taste sensations. Fazer’s success, 
ever since its establishment in 1891, has been based on the best product and service quality, 
beloved brands, the passion of its skilful people and the Group’s responsible ways of working. 
In 2015, Fazer Group had net sales of more than 1.5 billion euros and nearly 15,000 
employees. Fazer’s operations comply with ethical principles that are based on the Group’s 
values and the UN Global Compact. 
 
Makes the world taste good 
 

 
 


